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Abstract
Compared to centralized generation, distributed generations (DGs) have numerous advantages including real power loss reduc-
tion, voltage deviation reduction, network stability enhancement, emission reduction, capacity increase of transmission lines and
congestion reduction in distribution networks. Optimum placement of DGs plays a crucial role in this regard. In this paper, Firefly
Algorithm (FA) was employed for sizing / sitting of various DGs in distribution networks. The aim of this paper was to minimize
power loss by taking into account power factor, active power, and reactive power of DGs. Furthermore, different active and/or
reactive generating/consuming DGs were also considered. The performance analysis of the proposed method was validated on
standard IEEE 33- and 69-bus test systems.
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Introduction

In recent decades, it was well proved that distributed genera-
tions (DGs) is a viable, environmentally-friendly solution to
reduce emissions and power loss reduction as they are mostly
situated near the load centers. Although DGs have several
environmental and economical benefits, theymay impose sev-
eral operational issues to distribution systems, if placed illog-
ically. These may include but are not limited to relay coordi-
nation problems caused by reverse power flow, voltage rise
issues, power quality and voltage stability issues, and among
others. In this respect, teaching learning-based optimization
(TLBO) algorithm reported in [1] is a parameter independent
intelligent technique which was developed and subsequently
used for the optimal placement of energy resources in distri-
bution systems. Even though TLBO is parameter independent
and has a very fast convergence rates, it is prone to be trapped
locally in maxima/minima. It is observed that TLBO often
converges to local minima when the number of DGs and/or

operating constraints in the distribution system increase.
Progress in soft computing methods have led to the develop-
ment of a lot of evolutionary optimization algorithms for the
optimum placement of DGs in distribution systems. Some of
the widely used techniques in engineering applications are
genetic algorithms (GA), artificial bee colony (ABC) algo-
rithm, particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, ant col-
ony optimization (ACO) algorithm, bacterial foraging optimi-
zation (BFO), and among others. Some comprehensive re-
search works on the employment of GA for optimum place-
ment of DGs in distribution networks have been previously
reported. In [2], various methods have been suggested for
locating different types of DGs. Position and capacity of
DGs are mostly determined with the goal of power loss min-
imization in distribution networks. Optimal power factor for
DG supply along with active and reactive powers are specified
in this research. In addition, various types of DGs injecting
active and reactive powers into different distribution buses are
considered in the proposed method. Ref. [3] details the ant
lion optimization algorithm (ALOA) for optimum allocation
and sizing DG-based renewable sources for radial distribution
systems. Authors in [4] discuss placement of various DG units
in order to get the maximum power loss reduction in large
distribution networks. In [5], a novel method is proposed for
deployment of DG units on radial distribution feeder with
heavy loading and non-uniform distributed load. Most of cur-
rent algorithms for distribution feeders with uniform
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distributed load are designed only with one DG. The sug-
gested approach in this work is able to operate in distributed
load condition in random fashion with low power factor for
several DGs. In [6], an optimized methodwas suggested to get
appropriate DG location based on cost on value analysis. This
method considers economic and technical factors such as en-
ergy loss, reliability indices of load points as well as costs of
DG, especially, its portability. The proposed method was im-
plemented on a test network and the effects of various param-
eters such as load growth rate and load forecast uncertainty
(LFU) on optimum place of DG are fully studied. Ref. [7]
provides directions for the studies in the problem of optimum
DG placement or intending to do research in this area. In [8],
the effectiveness of GA and PSO for optimal placement and
sizing of DG in the radial distribution system is discussed. In
[9], multi-objective formulation to determine DG size and site
in distribution network is suggested. This method is adapted in
order to use designer opinion on making-decision about trade-
off among various purposes of network development and up-
grade, power loss cost, energy not supplied (ENS) cost, and
the cost for customers who should be supplied. In [10], refer-
ring to necessity of DGs due to load demand growth, getting
place and size of these resources is considered as an influenc-
ing factor in distribution networks’ power loss reduction. Ref.
[11] proposes a novel method based on PSO in order to reduce
power loss by DG placement. Authors in [12] discuss the
possibility of installing various DG types in different places
in terms of geographic and environmental aspects regarding
DGs’ share in producing power on distribution level. In this
research, the combination of various DGs and their effect on
power loss is discussed using PSO and adaptive PSO (APSO).
In [13], a solution is proposed for distribution network plan-
ning using DGs. In this work, three main factors related to
multiple DGs placement are detailed by a multi-objective
method. The factors include voltage stability, power loss,
and network voltage variations. The optimum placement of
DGs is solved by firefly algorithm (FA) in order to reduce
distribution network power loss and improve voltage profile.
As mentioned earlier the aims of this research is power loss
minimization and voltage stability improvement considering
operational and protective constraints of the radial distribution
networks. Performance analysis of this work is performed by
running on two scenarios on IEEE 33–69 bus standard test
system. In addition, the results obtained are compared with the
previously published valid works.

Problem Formulation

Power flow tool investigates the steady state analysis of
an interconnected power system under normal operating
conditions. In general, conventional power flow pro-
grams in distribution networks are divided into three

methods: (i) Newton-Raphson-based techniques, (ii)
Gaussian Zbus-based methods and (iii) backward-
forward sweep approaches [13]. The principals of
Gaussian Zbus-based methods are comprehensively re-
ported in [14]. This method uses Sparse-Admittance ma-
trix and equal current injections to solve network equa-
tions. Backward-forward sweep methods have been
widely used due to high speed and less computer mem-
ory requirement as well as their overall great features in
distribution system calculation [15]. Here, the general
algorithm has two main steps of backward sweep and
forward sweep. This algorithm iterates until convergence
is achieved. These methods are divided into three clas-
ses: (i) current summation method, (ii) power summa-
tion method, and (iii) impedance summation method.

Overall steps involved in backward-forward sweep algo-
rithm are as follows:

Backward-Sweep

In this step, the objective is to calculate the current
flowing through network branches. First, required load
current connected to ith node is obtained by an initial
voltage guess for first iteration as 1 p.u. (Eq. (1)):

Ii ¼ Pi þ Qi

Vi

� �*

ð1Þ

where Pi, Qi, and VI are respectively active power, reactive power
and voltage of ith bus.
By starting from terminate buses and adding load currents and, then, moving

toward slack bus, branch currents are obtained by:

Jn ¼ I i þ ∑
m∈M

Jm ð2Þ

where Jn denotes nth branch current, i denotes terminate node
of branch n, Ii denotes injected current into the load connected
to the ith node, M denotes a set of branches connected to
branch n in ith node and Im denotes mth branch current.

Forward Sweep

In this step, the goal is to calculate network bus voltages with
slack bus voltage of 1 p.u. By starting from the buses connect-
ed to slack bus and moving toward end branches, voltage of
receiving bus of nth branch (i.e. i) Iis calculated by consider-
ing currents obtained in previous step:

Vi ¼ V j−Zn Jn ð3Þ

Fig. 1 depicts backward and forward sweeps for achieving
branch currents and bus voltages.
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Voltage Non-adaptability Calculation

The goal of conducting power flow is to calculate bus voltage
phase and amplitude. Obviously, by calculating bus voltages,
the other required parameters such as power loss, line current,
etc. can be also calculated. Once one step of backward-
forward process is done, voltage is obtained in new iteration.
And, the voltage non-adaptation for all buses is obtained by:

ΔVi kþ1ð Þ ¼ Vi kþ1ð Þ�� ��− Vi kð Þ�� �� ð4Þ

where k is the number of iterations. If any values of ΔViis more
than convergence criterion, power flow process will be also
iterated in order to satisfy convergence criterion by:

max jΔV kþ1ð Þj
� �

< ε ð5Þ

The maximum voltage difference calculated for each bus in
(k + 1) th iteration with respect to the previous iteration should
satisfy convergence criterion; otherwise, these steps should
continue until satisfying the above-mentioned condition.

Distributed Generation Modeling

DGs in distribution networks are divided into three groups in
terms of their operation. Various operational modes of DG
units are:

& DG utilization in parallel structure with the feeder;
& DG utilization with fixed power factor;
& DG utilization with fixed voltage.

In first two modes of power flow algorithm, DG units are
considered as PQ buses; while, in the last one, generating
buses are in PV state.

In this paper, DG units are modeled in four types consider-
ing the technology type and all of them are used as PQ model,
or active and reactive power generation or consumption
models.

& Type-1: Solar cells and fuel cells as the sole active power
generator;

& Type-2: synchronous compensators as the sole reactive
power producer;

& Type-3: synchronous generators as active and reactive
power producer;

& Type-4: asynchronous generators of wind turbine type as
active power producer and reactive power consumer.

Proposed Method: Firefly Algorithm (FA)

The Firefly Algorithm (FA) was developed by Yang in 2008
based on the idealized behavior of the flashing characteristics
of fireflies. For simplicity, these flashing characteristics may
be idealized as the following three rules:

(1) All fireflies are unisex so that one firefly is attracted by
the other ones regardless of their sex;

(2) Attractiveness is highly proportional to the brightness,
hence, for any two flashing fireflies, the less brighter
one moves towards the brighter one and their brightness
decreases with the increase in their distance. If no one is
brighter than a particular firefly, it will move in random
manner;

(3) The brightness or light intensity of a firefly is influenced
or determined by the landscape of the objective function
to be optimized.

Steps to Implement FA

FA is implemented through the following steps:

Fig 1. Backward and forward sweeps for a hypothetical network [16].

Fig 2. FA flowchart [17].
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Step 1: Initialization of FA parameters including generation
iteration number;

Step 2: Creation of initial population of fireflies and/or eval-
uation of their light intensity as an objective
function;

Step 3: Creation of new population of fireflies;

Comparison of all fireflies with each other regarding the
objective function value and the movement of fireflies with
lower light intensity toward the fireflies with higher light in-
tensity is done by Eq. (8). Consider that light intensity and
absorption along with insect distance in each step will vary.

Step 4: Evaluation of light-intensity in new fireflies;

Step 5: Determination of the best firefly in terms of light
intensity;

Step 6: If the steps iterate up to the maximum number of
generations, then print the final solution; otherwise,
go to step 3. Fig. 2 Depicts FA flowchart.

Application of FA to the DG Placement
Problem

With regard to the increase in DG penetration into distribution
networks, the goal of this research is to decrease power loss
and voltage deviation (improved voltage profile) by optimum

Fig. 3 Standard IEEE 33-bus test
system

Table1 Results of DG placement
in IEEE 33-bus test system DG location DG type DG size Power Loss (kW) Power Loss Reduction (%)

MW MVar MVA, PF

– – – – – 210.99 –

Bus-6 Type-1 3.15 – – 115.28 45.40

Bus-30 Type-2 – 1.23 – 151.28 28.20

Bus-6 Type-3 – – 3.02, 0.8 lead 67.96 67.79

Bus-6 Type-4 3.15 1.23 – 198.49 5.90
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Fig. 4 Voltage profile of IEEE
33-bus test system after installa-
tion of various DG types
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allocation of DGs. Studies have shown that improper installa-
tion of DGs (i.e., inappropriate size and location) will worsen
the objectives of the DG placement compared to the state

without DGs. Optimal placement of DGs can also release
distribution and transmission lines capacity or defer develop-
mental programs. Thus, new investment costs which are huge

Table 2 Results without/with DGs on IEEE 69-bus test system

Power Loss Reduction (%) Power Loss (kW) DG size DG type DG location Grid

(MVA, PF) (MVAR) (MW)

– 224.89 – – – – – 69buses
62.9 83.29 – – 1.807 Type1 61thbus

34.4 152.02 – 1.29 – Type2 61thbus

89.71 23.12 0.82, 2.243 per-phase – – Type3 61thbus

−21.4 273.13 – 1.29 1.807 Type4 61thbus

Fig. 5 Standard IEEE 69-bus test
system
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Fig. 6 Voltage profile on IEEE
69-bus test system before/after
DG placement
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and long term can be also delayed. In this paper, FA is used for
power loss minimization considering exact formula for power
loss as an objective function [1]. Regarding a network with N
distribution buses, active power loss minimization is obtained
by:

PL ¼ ∑
N

i¼1
∑
N

j¼1
αij PiP j þ QiQj

� �
þ βij QiP j−PiQj

� �h i
ð6Þ

where α and β are provided by (7).

αij ¼ rij
V iV j

cos δi−δ j
� �

βij ¼
rij

ViV j
sin δi−δ j

� �
rij þ jX ij ¼ Zij

Zbus½ � ¼ Ybus½ �−1

ð7Þ

where Pi denotes active (real) power injected into bus i, Qi

denotes reactive power injected into bus i, Vi denotes voltage
of bus i, δi denotes voltage angle of bus i, Zij denotes an
element in ith row and jth column of matrix Zbus, and N de-
notes total number of network buses.

This goal is optimized considering following constraints. If
technical constraints are not satisfied, the solution will not be
acceptable.

& Power flow equations:

PGi−PDi ¼ Vi ∑
N

j¼1
V j Gijcosθij þ Bijsinθij

� �
QGi−QDi ¼ Vi ∑

N

j¼1
V j Gijsinθij−Bijcosθij

� � ð8Þ

where Gij denotes a conductance between ith bus and jth bus
and Bij denote the suceptance between ith bus and jth bus,
respectively.

Pi ¼ PGi−PDi

Qi ¼ QGi−QDi
ð9Þ

Where PGi and QGi are produced powers by generators in
bus i and PDi and QDi are active and reactive loads in bus i,
respectively.

Table 3 Various types of DG placement by FA and PSO [1] in IEEE 33-bus test system

Method DG location DG type Optimum size of various DG types Power Loss (kW) Power Loss Reduction (%)

MW MVar MVA, PF

Without DG – – – – – 210.99 –

FA Bus-6 Type-1 2.604 – – 111.02 47.38

Bus-30 Type-2 – 1.258 – 151.36 28.26

Bus-6 Type-3 (lead) 2.558 1.744 3.097, 0.83 lead 67.86 67.84

Bus-6 Type-4 (lag) 2.593 0.00003 2.593, 1.0 111.02 47.38

PSO [1] – – – – – 210.99 –

Bus-6 Type-1 3.15 – – 115.29 45.36

Bus-30 Type-2 – 1.23 – 151.141 28.24

Bus-6 Type-3 (lead) 2.47 1.72 3.02, 0.82 lead 67.95 67.79

Table 4 Voltage profile before
and after DG type-1 installation in
IEEE 33-and 69 bus test system

Voltage amplitude and bus no. before DG Voltage amplitude and bus no. before DG

Min. Max. Min. Max.

0.903 @18 1.000 @1 0.950 @18 1.000 @1

0.909@65 1.000 @1 0.967@27 1.000 @1

Table 5 Voltage profile before
and after DG type-2 installation in
IEEE 33-and 69bus test system

Voltage amplitude and bus no. before DG Voltage amplitude and bus no. before DG

Min. Max. Min. Max.

0.903 @18 1.000 @1 0.918 @18 1.000 @1

0.909@65 1.000 @1 0.930@65 1.000 @1
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& Voltage inequality constraint

Vmin≤Vi≤Vmax i ¼ 1; 2; 3;…;N ð10Þ

& Current inequality constraint

I i≤ IRatedi ð11Þ
where IRatedi is acceptable current for ith current with secure
thermal range.

Calculation Procedure

Location and capacity of various DGs are determined by an-
alytical method. This method is explained in detail as follows.

Consider computational formula for power loss as Eq. (6),
the total power loss is minimized when partial derivative of
power loss with respect to injected power is zero. That is, the
change of rate of power loss to injected power is zero [1].

∂PL

∂Pi
¼ 2αiiPi þ 2 ∑

N

j ¼ 1
j≠i

αijP j−βijQ j

� �
¼ 0 ð12Þ

This equation is followed by:

αiiPi−βiiQi þ ∑
N

j ¼ 1;
j≠i

αijP j−βijQ j

� �
¼ 0

Pi ¼ 1

αii
βiiQi þ ∑

N

j¼1; j≠i
αijP j−βijQ j

� �" # ð13Þ

where Pi is injected active power in bus i that is the difference
between generated active power and demanded reactive pow-
er in that bus obtained by:

Pi ¼ PDGi−PDið Þ ð14Þ
where PDGi is injected active power by DG in bus i and PDi is
demanded load in bus i. by substitution pf (14) in (13), PDGi is
obtained by:

Table 7 Simultaneous placement
of DG type-1 and type-2 using FA The lowest

voltage
Power loss
(kw)

Size DG Bus
no.

DG عون network

(MVAr) (MW)

0.953@18 58.44 – 2.532 6 Type-1, and − 2
(simultaneously)

33buses

1.249 – 30 Type3 (Previous section)
0.958@18 67.66 1.744 2.558 6

0.972@27 23.17 – 1.828 61 Type-1, and − 2
(simultaneously)

69buses
1.300 – 62

0.972@27 23.11 1.298 1.831 61 Type3 (Previous section)

Table 6 Voltage profile before
and after DG type-3 installation in
IEEE 33-and 69 bus test system

Voltage amplitude and bus no. before DG Voltage amplitude and bus no. before DG

Min. Max. Min. Max.

0.903 @18 1.000 @1 0.957@18 1.000 @6

0.909@65 1.000 @1 0.972.27 1.000 @1

Table 8 Simultaneous placement
of DG type-1 and type-2 using
PSO

Losses(kw) Size DG Bus no. type DG network

(MVAr) (MW)

58.45 – 2.5317 6 Type-1, and − 2 (simultaneously) 33-bus
1.2258 – 30

23.17 – 1.8285 61 Type-1, and − 2 (simultaneously) 69-bus
1.3003 – 61
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PDGi ¼ PDi−
1

αii
∑
N

j ¼ 1;
j≠i

αijP j−βijQ j

� �
2
66664

3
77775 ð15Þ

Similarly, for reactive power we have:

∂QL

∂Pi
¼ 2αiiQi þ 2 ∑

N

j ¼ 1
j≠i

αijQ j−βijP j

� �
¼ 0 ð16Þ
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Fig. 7 Voltage profile of IEEE
33-bus test system after installa-
tion of various DG types
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Fig. 8 Voltage profile of IEEE 69-bus test system after installation of various DG types

Table 9 Simultaneous placement
of DG type-1 and type-2 using
analytical method

Losses (kw) Size DG Bus no. Type DG Grid

(MVA, pf) (MVAr) (MW)

58.48 – – 2.490 6 Type-1, and − 2 (simultaneously) 33bus
– 1.23 – 30

67.94 3.02, 0.08 – – 6 Type-3

23.13 – – 1.807 61 Type-1, and − 2 (simultaneously) 69bus
– 1.29 – 61

23.13 2.22, 0.81 – – 61 Type-3
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Where

Qi ¼ QDGi−QDið Þ ð17Þ

Thus,

QDGi ¼ QDi−
1

αii
∑
N

j ¼ 1;
j≠i

αijQ j þ βijP j

� �
2
66664

3
77775 ð18Þ

Eq. (15) represents DG type-1 and Eq. (18) represents DG
type-2 in each bus [1]. If DG type-1 placed on bus i leads to
power loss less than that of DGs placed on each bus, ith bus is
selected as the optimum place for DG type-1 installation.
Similarly, if DG type-2 placed on jth bus results in power loss
lower than that of DGs placed on each bus, jth bus is consid-
ered as the optimum position for DG type-2 installation.
Regarding placement of DGs of type-1 and type-2, Eqs. (15)
and (18) would be combined with DG type-3 in ith bus to
determine size and power factor of DG. Considering any ca-
pacities for DGs higher than PDGi and QDGi in ith bus leads to
higher power loss. Power factor of DG type-3 is given by Eq.
(19):

OPF ¼ PDGiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P2
DGi þ Q2

DGi

q ð19Þ

If optimum positions for DG type-1 and type-2 are different
on bus i and bus j, respectively, DG type-3 may be installed on
bus i with calculated active and reactive powers by Eqs. (15)
and (18). Power factor of DG type-3 for this condition is
determined by Eq. (19).

In this research, DG type-3 is considered for active and
reactive power generation. Regarding load with phase-lead
power factor, DG with a capability of absorbing reactive pow-
er is required.

A bus with the minimum power loss is considered as the
optimum position for DG installation. Computational proce-
dure to find optimum place and capacity of DGs are explained
by [1]:

Step 1: Run power flow for base network (without installa-
tion of DGs);

Step 2: Calculate power loss by Eq. (5);
Step 3: Get various DGs size on each bus except reference

bus using Eqs. (15) and (18) to achieve minimum
active power.

Fig. 9 Voltage profile of IEEE
33-bus test system after simulta-
neous placement of DG type-1
and type-2

Fig. 10 Voltage profile of IEEE
69-bus test system after simulta-
neous installation of type-1 and -2
DGs
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Step 4: Consider possible constraint violation after DG in-
stallation and employ it in step 3 for each bus.

Step 5: A bus with minimum power loss is considered as the
optimum place (while all constraints are satisfied);

Step 6: Calculate optimum power factor using Eq. (19) for
DG type-3;

Step 7: Run power flow program with determined optimum
size of DG in optimum bus.

Step 8: Calculate power loss after DG placement.

Above equation gives optimum DG size in order to
have minimum power loss for each bus i. Any capaci-
ties except PDGi installed in bus i leads to increased
power loss. This power loss is a function of α and β.
When DG is installed in the network, power loss coef-
ficients vary because they are dependent on voltage and
angle parameters. Updating α and β requires re-
execution of power flow program.

Case Study (1)

Standard IEEE 33-bus test system is illustrated in Fig. 3 Data
of IEEE 33-bus test system [18]. This test system has the
following power rate: active power of 3.715 MWand reactive
power of 2.300 MVar with voltage ratings of 12.66 kV. Data
of active and reactive power along with lines impedance is
provided in Table 1. in this section, the effect of DGs on
IEEE 33-bus test system is evaluated.

Network active power loss is 210.99 kW, the minimum
voltage amplitude is in bus 18 (0.90378 p.u.).

Table II provides the effect of various DG types installed on
IEEE 33-bus test system. Voltage profile of the test system is
shown in Fig. 4. Obviously, installation of DG type-3 on bus-6
leads to the best voltage profile. In addition, as seen in Table 2,
DG type-3 installation on bus-6 has the most recued power
loss. Obtained results are consistent with Refs. [ [1 and 19]].
One DG type-4 is installed on bus-6 with active and reactive

Fig. 12 Network power loss in
the presence of DG type-3 with
various sizes in IEEE 33-bus test
system

Fig. 11 Size of DG type-3 in
IEEE 33-bus test system by ana-
lytical method
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powers of 3.15 MW and 1.23 MVar, respectively. As seen,
power loss is improved slightly; however, it has the worst
results among the other states.

Case Study (2)

One-line diagram of IEEE 69-bus test system is illustrated in
Fig. 5. The related data are given in Table 2 that is taken from
Ref. [18].

The active power loss was 224.89 kW, the lowest voltage is
in bus-65 (0.9092 p.u.).Fig. 6

Table 2 gives the results of DG placement on IEEE 69-bust
test system. In addition, Fig. 2 shows voltage profile for this
test system with different DG types. Obviously, Type-3 DG
installation on bus-61 leads to the best results. Further, as seen
in Table 2, the presence of type-3 DG on bus-69 results on
more reduction in power loss. The obtained results are in
harmony with those in [10]. Simulation results for simulation
of type-4 DG on bus-61 are provided in Table 2 with active
and reactive powers of 1.8078 MW and 1.29 MVAr, respec-
tively. As observed, the power loss raises, highlighting that the
reactive power consumption by DG has unfavorable impact
on power loss in distribution system.

Results and Discussion

FA is tested on two standard test systems. In this section,
optimum site and size of various DG types (i.e., Type-1,
Type-2 and Type-3) are obtained by FA and listed in
Table 3. Obtained results by PSO are also given in Table 4.
As seen in this table, placing DG type-1 leads to power loss
reduction to 111 kW, while this value is 151 kW by DG type-
2, and the power loss is only 68 kW by DG type-3.
Additionally, optimization is done for DG type-4. According
to this table, the optimal state in terms of power loss reduction
is obtained when reactive power of the units is zero. Here, this
value is 0.00003MVar (≅ 0). Comparison of DG placement of
type-1, −2, and − 3 in two IEEE 33-and 69 bus test systems by
FA and PSO are provided in Table 2 and 3. The results reveal
that FA is able to reach less power loss reduction with less DG
size compared to PSO. Furthermore, it is seen that in all states
considered, FA outperforms PSO.

Figure 5 depicts voltage profile of IEEE 33-bus test system
when various DG types are installed. It is seen that installing
DG type-3 is the most advantageous among all states in volt-
age profile.

Investigation of results given in Table 3 and 4 demonstrated
that DGs that inject active and reactive powers into the

Fig. 14 Power loss in the
presence of DG type-1 and type-2
with various sizes in IEEE 33-bus
test system

Fig. 13 Size of DG type-1 and
type-2 in IEEE 33-bus test system
by analytical method
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network lead to more power loss reduction compared to those
that inject only active power. Tables 4 and 5 provide minimum
and maximum voltages for type-1, −2, and − 3 in IEEE 33–69
bus test system.

Considering the results in the tables, voltage profile is im-
proved remarkably in all states after DG placement. Overall,
voltage profile improvement in DG type-3 is the best among
all. Table 6

Simultaneous Placement of DG Type-1 and -2 by FA

If two DGs of type-1 and type-2 are place in simultaneous
manner, power loss may be reduced up to the case when a
DG type-3 is installed. Obtained results when FA and PSO are
employed for this case are given in Tables 7 and 8.

Voltage profile related to IEEE 33-, and 69-bus test systems
before and after Type-1, and − 2 DG installation in

Fig. 15 Type-3 DG size on IEEE
69-bus test system obtained by
analytic method

Fig. 16 Power loss on IEEE 69-
bus test system in the presence of
various type-3 DGs

Fig. 17 Type-1, −2 DG size on
IEEE 69-bus test system obtained
by analytic method
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simultaneous manner by FA is depicted in Figs. 7, and 8,
respectively. Comparing the results of type-1 and -2 DG in-
stallation with those of type-3 DG installation reveals that the
former is better in terms of power loss reduction in IEEE 33-
bus test system; however, the results in 66-bus test system are
similar.

Placement with Analytical Method

According to Table 9, placement of DG type-1 and type-2
through analytical method reaches similar results as FA.
Evidently, when a DG of type-1 and type-2 is placed in opti-
mum places (type-1 @ bus 6 and type-2 @ bus 30), active
power losses is reduced from 67.95 kW (type-3) to 58.45 kW.
And, the results of DG type-3 is slightly different fromFA. For
IEEE 33-bus test system, the size of DG type-3 obtained by
FA is 3.09 MW; while, this is 3.07 MW by analytical method.
In addition, the obtained power factor is the same in both
cases. In IEEE 69-bus test system, optimum size (i.e., 2.245
MVA, 0.82 lead) for type-3 DGwas obtained using FA; while,
2.222 MVA, 0.81 lead phase was obtained via analytic meth-
od. The obtained results with these twomethods are very close
to each other.

In analytical method, the size of a DG type-1 and type-2 for
each bus is achieved for power loss minimization. For larger
networks, it is possible that this method is time-consuming for
placement of DG type-1 and type-2. Analytical method for
multiple DG placement is not appropriate to reduce power
loss. Thus, intelligent methods to determines the optimum size
and site of multiple DGs in larger networks. Figs. 9 and 10
depict the DG size for type-3 in various buses; while Figs. 11
and 12 illustrate power loss in the presence of DG type-3 with
various sizes in IEEE 33-in69 bus test system. Considering
that selection of proper place and capacity for DG installation
is done based on minimum power loss, the bus with a DG its
size is obtained leads to minimum power loss (highlighted by
arrows).

Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 are for IEEE 69-bus test system.

Conclusion

The use of DGs in distribution networks has remarkable ad-
vantages such as network power loss reduction and voltage
profile improvement in distribution system. Fig. 17 In this
paper, placement of various DGs is studied in terms of active
power loss in distribution networks. Results obtained in the
experiments reveal that application of DGs greatly influences
power loss. In addition, improvement value that is appeared
on power loss and voltage profile is dependent on installation
place and capacity of the DG units. Considering that power
loss reduction is an important index not only in operation but
also in network design, it is considered as the objective func-
tion for the optimization problem. Firefly algorithm is consid-
ered as optimization tool in this research. Fig. 18 Validity of
the power flow results are completed on IEEE 33-in 69 bus
test system. In addition, results obtained by this optimization
algorithm on test system revealed that FA is highly efficient.
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